All Wood Heritage Doors

Door Styles
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Custom Interior Doors
Solid Core Interior Doors
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Garden Doors
Sidelights
Transom
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●●ENHANCED SECURITY

●●WOODSMART TECHNOLOGY

At Heritage Fine Windows and Doors, we build
*Enhanced Security features into every one of our
window and door products.

Sure, those wood doors look beautiful. But
are they advantageous in any other aspect
besides their warmth and aesthetic appeal?

Crime statistics indicate that entrance doors and
windows are the most common point of access
for burglars. We are making it our mission to do
everything possible in the design and
manufacture of our products to secure your home
and business from unwanted entry.

IS WOOD SMART?
Absolutely! Every product manufactured by
Heritage Fine Windows and Doors answers that
question, and all-wood doors have many specific
properties that offer functional and aesthetic
benefits not possible with an imitation.

First we use solid hardwood in every component
of your window or door, with increased sectional
dimensions, to make the construction of our
products as strong and formidable to crooks as
possible. Next we use the most secure, and
homeowner friendly hardware we can find for
each standard model or custom design. Finally
we execute the construction of our products with
the strongest joinery possible to ensure that bad
guys hit a brick wall if they try to come into your
home or business.

Wood in doors outperforms other materials
based on environmental measurements such as
embodied energy and greenhouse gas emission.
Wood resources are 100% renewable, making
wood the most modern and environmentally
responsible building material available today.
Wooden doors are repairable, restorable, and
need not be discarded after a few years service.
Using the least energy to manufacture, of all
doors, wooden doors are THE CHOICE for
responsible green building.

●●GLAZING OPTIONS
Single Glazing (SG) Specification
Thermal Glazing (TG) Specification
 LOWE2 glass
 gains energy passively
 reduces noise
 increases security
 laminated and tempered glass available
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Exterior Door Units
PRIMARY FEATURES


Traditional like to like door and
frame sections or “Perfect
Match” by specification



Solid hardwood construction



Concealed weatherseal



Bronze or hardwood threshold



Single or thermal glazing



Enhanced Security Options









Double or single door units
Flat or raised panel construction
Transom and/or sidelights as
specified
Painted or clear finish
Multi-locking hardware available
Vinyl compression or copper
weather seal available
Ball bearing hinges standard

available

HARDWARE
Any option available.

GLAZING
Any option available.
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Interior Door Units
PRIMARY FEATURES


Traditional like to like profiles
and sections or “perfect match”
by specification



Mortise and tenon constrruction



Pre-drilled or pre-hung by








Raised or flat panel
Panel or bolection moulding
Pine, paint grade, exotic or hardwood
Primed, finish painted or stained with
clear finish
Slabs only or pre-hung
Hardware options available

specification

HARDWARE
Any hardware available.

GLASS
Any glass available.
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